
THE
SUPERFORM

SERVICE

The Superform Service is Australia’s premier ratings, results, and form
analysis service. As a subscriber to Superform you receive and have
access to the following:

•  The Superform Magazine – Previous results and ratings
•  Superform Selection Services
•  Superform Handicapping Software

Successability
PO Box 95

Jamison ACT 2614

Office Hours: Monday - Friday      9:30am - 4:00pm      Telephone
(02) 62516538

Internet site … www.everyrace.com

SUPERFORM MAGAZINE
The SUPERFORM magazine is the most comprehensive and accurate
publication of its type in Australia, providing racing reports, and ratings
information. Your magazine coverage includes:

•  Warren Block's Letter
•  Talking Times
•  After The Last

WARREN BLOCK'S LETTER
Warren Block's Letter provides a comprehensive analysis of nearly
1000 horses (sometimes even more) every week of the year. At a
glance you are able to examine the ratings from a horse's last three
starts as well as its current and expected peak ratings. The in-depth
Sydney, Melbourne, Brisbane and Adelaide ratings are supported by
provincial and country reports.
TALKING TIMES
Talking Times aims to provide another very important supplement to
the handicapping process - namely the identification of those runners
who ran fast times relative to course standards at any given meeting.
AFTER THE LAST
After The Last provides an overview of the previous week's ratings and
other information that helps you bet with purpose at the track or the
TAB.

SUPERFORM SELECTION SERVICES
Superform provides a number of support services for the assistance of
subscribers. These services provide up to the minute advice and are
accessed by phone, fax or the only internet site for Superform,
www.everyrace.com.  The following support services are those
currently provided by Superform. From time to time we offer
supplementary advice to that contained in this booklet which is
communicated by separate inserts.

THE SUPERFAX SERVICE
The Superfax Service contains the Superform Ratings and the Top
Rated Assessment for each day.  The service is available by fax for
$2.20 per day or free of charge via the Superform element of
www.everyrace.com

The Superform Ratings are also available separately through the
telephone service.

THE SUPERFORM RATINGS

The Superform Ratings provides rated odds assessments for up to six
runners per race. These odds represent what we believe to be a fair
price for the selected runners and are personally calculated by Warren
Block, the founder of Superform.

What Meetings Are Covered: The Superform Ratings Service operates
on all metropolitan meetings for Sydney, Melbourne, Brisbane and
Adelaide. There is no pricing coverage of provincial or country
meetings, but these meetings are covered by a computer-rated
assessment, seven days a week.

What Is Provided: The Superform Ratings Service incorporates the
following:

•  Rated Decimal Odds for up to six runners. (Rated odds
include the stake, so $4.00 is equal to 3/1.)

•  The assessed track conditions for city meetings.
•  Identification of the  Grade "A" races  (These are the

better quality races on the program.)
•  Our assessment of whether the race is a "good",

"average" or "poor" value betting race.
•  The Superform Standout Selections comprising Insiders

and Double Advantage horses. Insiders are usually better
value runners that have been “flagged” to us by our
sources and also rated to be very competitive in their
races. Double Advantage runners have two elements in
their favour. They should be well rated on weights and
also rated to win on times.

Suggested Application: The Superform Ratings are price based and as
such are intended to be used in the traditional manner. To get a full
understanding of this concept you should try and obtain a copy of the
Don Scott publication Winning More from your local library. We do
make the following suggestions however:

•  Betting To Prices. Betting To Prices means betting the
selections according to the price rated by Superform.
Generally we recommend that if you can get equal to or
better than our rated odds the selection becomes a bet. If
the price on offer is less than our rated price it does not
represent “value”. To calculate the amount to bet you can
use the following formula:

Amount to return/(rated decimal odds)

eg If the Amount to Take Out is $100 and the rated odds
are $4.00 then bet is $25 [100/4]

•  Multiple Betting. The Superform rated selections can be
used as standout runners in trifectas, quinellas, exactas
and doubles.

•  Use the Handicapper’s Plan (Provided when you
subscribe).

THE TOP RATED SERVICE

The Top Rated Service provides a computer based assessment of the
two best performed runners in each race based on a runner’s best and
recent form ratings.

What Meetings Are Covered: The Top Rated Service operates seven
days a week for up to six meetings per day. Where there are more than
six meetings on any given day then priority is given to metropolitan
meetings, followed by provincial, followed by country meetings.

What Is Provided: The Top Rated Service incorporates the following:



1. An assessment of the top two rated runners in each race. Where
there aren’t two clear runners, assessments are made for up to a
maximum of 5 runners. Past this point the computer will assess
this race as unrateable. All runners are identified as top rated,
equal top rated, second rated or equal second rated.

2. Super Rated Runner. A runner will be assessed as Super Rated if
the computer assesses its ratings as superior on both recent and
best form over the last 12 months.

Suggested Application: The following suggestions are made:

•  Multiple Betting. Use the Top Rated selections as
standouts in all forms of multiple betting.

•  Win Betting. Bet the shortest priced runner, or “dutch” the
race standing out the top ranked runner to win and the
remainder to save.

•  With Superform. Bet the Super Rated runner if it is also
rated by Superform as its top selection. These are the *SR
selections. Will only apply to metropolitan races.

THE MORNING MAIL SERVICE
The Superform Morning Mail service aims to identify horses that are
very well rated and meet other criteria that should result in their winning
a higher than expected share of their races. The service operates on all
Sydney, Melbourne and Brisbane meetings, both midweek and
weekend, but will only have selections if qualified runners are found.

It is recommended that no Morning Mail horse should be backed on a
track that is either slow or heavy.

Morning Mail categorises its “best bets” as “SELECTIVES”, which are
runners that are very well rated in their races. They need to have a
record of consistency and to be suited by the conditions of the race.
Basically, they look to be the logical winner of the race if normal luck in
running goes their way.

The Morning Mail service is accessed via the Internet or telephone
service

THE PLAYER SELECTION SERVICE
The Player Selection Service is a one horse per race service which
operates on Sydney, Melbourne and Brisbane meetings, both midweek
and weekend, but only provides selections if qualified runners are
found.

The Player service is similar in style to the Morning Mail service but is
more wide ranging in its search for single selections. For a horse to
qualify it must be rated as a sound winning chance and not suffer from
significant negatives, for example, not having won for an extended
period of time etc.

The Player Selection service is accessed via the Internet or telephone
service

HANDICAPPING SOFTWARE
Superform provides subscribers with two software packages to assist in
handicapping a race or meeting.

SUPERFORM DAILY
Superform Daily provides basic handicapping facilities to those
who are already experienced in the methods of handicapping.
The files used by Superform Daily are downloaded from the
Internet for no extra charge to subscribers.

The software can be downloaded from the www.everyrace.com
website, along with a detailed user manual.

SUPERFORM ONLINE

Superform Online is a comprehensive handicapping program.
It provides not only handicapping facilities but detailed form
analysis and interrogation tools.

The files used are downloaded by the software via a Bulletin
Board or the Internet.  There is an extra cost of $5.50 per day
for every day that meetings are requested.

The software can be downloaded from the www.everyrace.com
website, along with a detailed user manual.

TELEPHONE - FAX – INTERNET SERVICES
For the convenience of subscribers we provide access to our services
through phone, fax and the internet.

Superform uses a single telephone number for its voice services with a
simple selection menu to access the required service. The fax facility is
also a single number. The operational procedures, menus and
operational times can be found on the inside back cover of your weekly
Superform magazine.

The Superform internet site, www.everyrace.com, provides access to
all Superform services, including the Superfax (which is free if obtained
from everyrace.com) and the Superform Daily handicapping service,
also free of charge from everyrace.com. To access these free services
from everyrace.com you will need to answer a question from the
current or previous issue of the Superform magazine.

Both the telephone and fax service utilise a PIN number for security
reasons. The PIN number is changed weekly and operates from
Saturday to the following Friday. The PIN number can be found on the
inside back cover of your weekly Superform magazine. We always
provide the PIN numbers for two consecutive weeks to allow for mail
delays. The date the PIN number commences is also indicated in the
Superform magazine. It is important to note that if you are using either
the telephone or fax services on a Friday to call back Saturday’s
information, you must use the PIN number applicable for that Saturday.

SERVICE COSTS

There are two methods of paying for Superform.

Superform Subscription  – Standard

The prices below provide access to Superform for a number of weeks
at a fixed cost.  You have access to all services except Superform
Online.

There are two prices for each period, one for having the magazine sent
by ordinary mail, the other for having the magazine sent by express
post.

Ordinary Mail Express Post
8 Weeks $172 $200
16 Weeks $325 $381
40 Weeks $725 865

Superform Subscription – Online

For subscribers who wish to use Superform Online, the cost is $21.50
per week for the service and $5.50 per day for any day meeting files
are requested.

Subscribers have access to all services offered by Superform.

A minimum initial deposit of $200 is required to set up your account.
The weekly fee and any file purchases are subtracted from this.

*All prices include GST


